Landfill, paving, roofing projects
City approves work contracts

**Premiere**

Dora Cagan, president, right, opens the performance of the first junior drama Thursday night.

**City dominates Senate meeting**

By MARC Q. WILLSON

The City Council acted on a number of pending issues Tuesday despite the fact that the original city estimate was off by up to 20 percent.

Most of the city's official estimates were found to be solvable with relatively little trouble. The only real problem was found in the estimates for the new City Hall, which was expected to cost about $10 million but instead cost about $13 million.

The city's president, Carol Suess, said she was pleased with the results of the city's financial planning, and added that the city's financial condition was improving.

**Handicapped**

**Ut attitude since finding one of 'neglect, omission'**

By JIM WENIG

First of a three-part series

From the day it was handed it's bill for the summer, the city has been struggling to find ways to continue operating. The city's financial condition was not helped by a series of handicapped students who refused to pay their tuition.

Gloria T. Johnson, a handicapped student at the University of Iowa, said she was unable to pay her tuition because of her handicapped condition.

"The only thing that matters is that you can't do anything about it," she said. "I can't just turn around and say, 'I need money.'"
Housing searches new twist

**Determined sophomore priorities**

By KEILE JENSEN  
Staff Writer

University officials apparently are plagued by a new twist in the housing shortage—deciding who is a sophomore.

Ed Ryon, managing editor of the university news service, and housing officials have had “problems determining whether students are in temporary or permanent housing,” Ryon explained that freshmen and sophomore housing, first priority, is made available to all juniors.
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Washingtom (AP) - John W. Dean

Dean began his prison sentence Tuesday.

Dean was a 24-year-old college graduate when he was convicted in

1971 of conspiring to violate federal election laws, and he was sent to
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School Board candidates desire closer evaluation

**By Mark Distelber** Staff Writer

The desire for closer evaluation and helping the city school system's financial affairs was expressed at a forum Thursday night by five candidates vying for a seat on the board.

The outcome of the race seemed to be expected by both candidates, who, when asked if they were concerned that what is being taught in school is that which ought to be taught in the schools, and that which ought to be taught training reformers.

The concern for an evaluation seemed to be a result of a study conducted by many school officials, who have expressed increasing dissatisfaction in the past.

The study led to the recommendation, that students of Schools North Lincoln to close school buildings, including the English-Philosophy Elementary School.

After strong protests by students and their families, students who wished to be a speaker and a free viewing of the film, they too added to the number of topics that had more than 200,000 people who were examined.

**Handicapped**

Program would include not only the improvement of university buildings, but all public buildings in the city. A student who was denied the right to a public building was on the bus.

Handicapped said the UI government.

The Associated Press handled the program that seem to be in the scrape area in the summer of 1971, that previously won, didn't even report the claims of the worker in Georgia where the people report back to their homes to the worker in Georgia where tribal reports back are arisen.

Authorities in several areas were unable to show who is better, that this action reported a rash of bicycle thefts.

Roger, Ellsworth, eventually decided that, because of the competition, the price of the bicycle is not going to be higher than the price of the bicycle.

In 1975, there were about 200,000 in the city. At the time, the price of the bicycle is not going to be higher than the price of the bicycle.

In the final two articles, the program of automobiles for the renovation of university buildings will be implemented in cooperation with the University and the American Student Aid.

**Inflation prompts lapse in rent rise**

According to the Associated Press, the program of automobiles for the renovation of university buildings will be implemented in cooperation with the University and the American Student Aid.

**Mime**

The Iowa City Mime Radio Control Model courtesy is common among for more educated girls at social events. For events at private homes, they will be used.

Times are due by Oct. 1. For more information, contact Terry Ribberd, director of 30-61.

**Appointments**

The Iowa City Mime Radio Control Model courtesy is common among for more educated girls at social events. For events at private homes, they will be used.

Times are due by Oct. 1. For more information, contact Terry Ribberd, director of 30-61.

**Campus Notes**

POSTSCRIPTS...Dining and vending at 4 S.
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The Passing of an Emperor

It is only a matter of time, perhaps days, before the Egyptian military seizes control of the government. But, as the military takes over, the people are left to wonder, what will happen next?

William Flannery

All The King's Men...

Many viewers have been eagerly awaiting the return of the classic television series "All the King's Men". The show has been off the air for several years, but now it is back with a bang. The series follows the life of a young Louisiana lawyer, who becomes embroiled in a political scandal.

The show's creator, Robert Stack, said that he was thrilled to bring the series back to the airwaves. "It's a great opportunity to bring this classic show back to life," he said. "We have worked hard to make sure that the show is just as good as it was when it first aired in the 1960s."

Stack went on to say that he was proud of the cast and crew, who had worked hard to make the show a success. "I'm really proud of the actors who have been involved with the show," he said. "They have worked very hard to bring their characters to life."

The series has been highly praised by critics, who have praised the acting and the writing. "All the King's Men" is a classic television series that is not to be missed.

Fascist of Dolors

A new book, "The Fascist of Dolors" by John Browne, has been released. The book tells the story of a young man who becomes involved in a fascist movement. The story is based on real events that took place in Italy in the 1930s.

Browne said that he was inspired to write the book because of his interest in history. "I have always been interested in the history of fascism," he said. "I wanted to write a story that would explore the rise of fascism in Italy."

The book has been well-received by critics, who have praised the author's writing and the story's historical accuracy.

Gay's Reaction to Registration Edition

The editor of Gay's Reaction to Registration Edition, Don Strange, has written an open letter to the readers of the magazine. In the letter, Strange expresses his concern about the recent changes in the law that affect gay and lesbian rights.

Strange said that he was disappointed by the changes, which he believes are a step backwards. "These changes are a setback for the fight for equality," he said. "We are seeing a regression in the fight for gay and lesbian rights."
Turks warn of serious measures

Cypriot atrocity threatens future talks

NEW YORK (AP) - Turkish Prime Minister Raoul Denktash warned Monday that the Turks would take serious measures if Cyprus' Greek Cypriots continued to be excluded from political talks for a Cyprus settlement.

The mass grave, he said, was a "concrete and undeniable threat to any return to the table for a Cyprus settlement."

The victims were among 72 men, women and children whose heads had been definitely identified as Turks, killed by the Turks.

"It is a hit in the face," said the religious chief. "There are no villains.

Banazhanan, the Turkish Cypriot vice president, joined key talks with Christo on Monday after the mass grave was found. The meeting was arranged as part of a weekly series by U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim, who dined to break the talks between the two sides.

India, China dispute over Sikkim

NEW DELHI, India (AP) -- India and China have an dispute Tuesday over Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's move to alight the tiny kingdom of Sikkim on their Himalayan border.

The Chinese Communist party organ, "This is a grave concern for anyone who feels that relations between India and China have not been smooth," the article said.

The aganact of colonialist measures to absorb the tiny kingdom lodged between India, Nepal and China-ruled Tibet.

India and China fought a brief border war in 1962 about 300 miles east of the Sikkimese capital. Indian and Chinese soldiers still face each other only feet apart at the 14,000-foot-high Nathu Pass only 50 miles from Gangtok, the Sikkimese capital.

Replies from Rampal said Nepal legislators also viewed the Indian move with grave concern and voiced their feelings in a closed session of the National Assembly.

Indian Foreign Minister Swaran Singh introduced the constitutional amendment Monday to make Sikkim an Indian union. Nepal and China were told to absorb the tiny kingdom in the next, four months.

Nepali legislators also viewed the Indian move with grave concern and voiced their feelings in a closed session of the National Assembly.

India's Foreign Minister officials rejected that relations between India and Sikkim. India's not concern anyone who feels that relations between India and China have not been smooth," the article said.

The Chinese Communist party organ, "This is a grave concern for anyone who feels that relations between India and China have not been smooth," the article said.

The aganact of colonialist measures to absorb the tiny kingdom lodged between India, Nepal and China-ruled Tibet.

India and China fought a brief border war in 1962 about 300 miles east of the Sikkimese capital. Indian and Chinese soldiers still face each other only feet apart at the 14,000-foot-high Nathu Pass only 50 miles from Gangtok, the Sikkimese capital.
UI employee petitions for public hearing

Country Cobbler has something distinct and special for you.

The autumn selection—a distinct and special selection of pants, sweaters, shirts and shoes for you.

Because you deserve it.

first floor
the women's department

country cobbler
126 w. washington

On a Mall Web

In a letter sent to Iowa's attorney general, a UI employee has petitioned the Board of Regents for a public hearing on the recently revised Regents' time pay plan.

Kenneth Murphy, 36, 715 E. Burlington St., cited a section of the Iowa Code that gives employees of the university the right to petition the Board of Regents to have a public hearing on any matter concerning the university. In the letter, Murphy said the revised pay plan was an across the board 7.5 per cent salary increase for all Regents' non-academic employees.

Murphy, a Physical Plant employee, objects to the section of the pay plan which allows the paying of "red circled" employees above the maximum salary in any specific pay grade.

The revised pay plan gained Regents' approval at their last meeting. Included in the plan was the board's 13 per cent salary increase for all Regents' non-academic employees.

Murphy, a Physical Plant employee, objects to the section of the pay plan which allows the paying of "red circled" employees above the maximum salary in any specific pay grade.

The revised pay plan gained Regents' approval at their last meeting. Included in the plan was the board's 13 per cent salary increase for all Regents' non-academic employees.

By a Writer

Because of a procedural error involving the "red circling" of the suit to all deans listed, both the lawsuit and the petition sent to the Attorney General were prepared by Murphy without the aid of an attorney.

Following Judge Victor's decision of the lawsuit, which Murphy and said was expected, Murphy stated that he felt the public hearing a futile effort, but necessary, for the university filing or another lawsuit.

In a letter sent to Iowa's attorney general, Murphy attached a copy of the petition sent to the Attorney General and asked the attorney general to take the suit to the attorney general's office.

Because of a procedural error involving the "red circling" of the suit to all deans listed, both the lawsuit and the petition sent to the Attorney General were prepared by Murphy without the aid of an attorney.

Following Judge Victor's decision of the lawsuit, which Murphy and said was expected, Murphy stated that he felt the public hearing a futile effort, but necessary, for the university filing or another lawsuit.

In a letter sent to Iowa's attorney general, Murphy attached a copy of the petition sent to the Attorney General and asked the attorney general to take the suit to the attorney general's office.
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20% off
selected men's flannel shirts.

Sale 3.95
Reg. 4.96, Comfortable flannel sport shirt with lace in front. No-iron cotton/polyester. Great selection of plaids. S,M,XL.

Sale 4.75
Reg. 5.98, Woven flannel shirt, Machine washable cotton/polyester. Long point collar. Great selection of plaids. S,M,L,XL.

20% off
all women's casual slacks.

Sale 5.58 to 8.80
Reg. $6.95 to $11.85. These shoes were made to build up your wardrobe and span. There's a great selection of styles and easy-care fabrics. Find your favorite colors and patterns, too. All sizes are perfect for you. More than one pair!

20% off
all women's jeans.

Sale 6.40 to 10.40
Reg. $8.00 to $18.00. This is a big savings on all looks in your favorite fabric and fabric blends. Lots of great prints and silhouettes to choose from, too. So hurry in and stock up.

Get The
Daily Iowan
Iowa City's morning paper
Amnesty decision delayed another week

Pre-economic summit underway

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ballots will be a preliminary measure of the economic mood among a select audience of business leaders, White House officials and economic advisers in a series of questionnaires to be distributed Thursday in seeking a solution to the country's economic problems.

White House officials disclosed the existence of a letter mailed to the participants as President Ford met twice with economic advisers. Ford had hoped to mail the questionnaires before August 19, but to make an announcement.

The letter, to be distributed Thursday, asks businesses and individuals to express their views on the economic situation. Here, he will then recommend to Congress short-term recommendations to stimulate growth and bring the nation close to full employment.

The letter, to be distributed Thursday, asks businesses and individuals to express their views on the economic situation. Here, he will then recommend to Congress short-term recommendations to stimulate growth and bring the nation close to full employment.

Ford met Tuesday morning with White House economic adviser Thomas W. Faur, a new member of the Council of Economic Advisers, and economists Edmund East and L. William Seidman, executive director of the Council of Economic Advisers, and economic adviser. Among those at the afternoon meeting were budget director, R. L. Hat, Treasury Secretary William Simon, and Federal Reserve Chairman Arthur Burns.

The final letter to the preliminary meetings will take place at the White House Thursday and will bring in more questionnaires and members of Congress.

Ford told Seidman to continue meeting with business leaders. This in the all-

day meeting but not possible to be present from start to finish.

The press secretary said a decision or amnesty was being delayed because of Ford's meeting on economy and

WANTED that LeAn AND WESTERN LOOK! OUR AUTHENTIC LEVI'S JEANS, JACKETS AND WESTERN STYLE SHIRTS MAKE YOU WALK A LITTLE TALLER.

LEVI'S® JEANS—the original since 1873, LEVI'S®@ jeans for men, women, and now the world. Tough, comfortable and blue denim of 100 percent cotton, $13.50 in regular sizes, $16.50 in longs.

LEVI'S® JACKETS—tough, rugged 100 percent cotton denim in traditional western style. $14.50 in regular sizes, $18.50 in longs.

LEVI'S® SHIRTS—soft, mellow chambrays in solids, plaids and checks. 100 percent cotton, blue chambray, $11.50, white, $11.50. Care 50 percent polyester, 50 percent cotton chambray, $12.50. Cotton plaids with piped yoke and pearl buttons, $14.50. Shirts in sizes S-M-L-XL.

We have LEVI'S® for MEN, YOUNG MEN, BOYS!

First Floor

Rosheks
118 South Clinton
— the place to go for America's favorite!
Actin’ the cattlecall blues

By CHRISTINA MORTON

Staff Writer

When I was 12, Tallie told me she was interested because I tried, hopelessly, to squeal my way through “My Favorite Things.” She always gets very dehumanizing they are. and how you can’t really find out anything in an audition.

Musicals are a dreaded event at the maker.” says. he’s done quite a bit of acting. intends to act. and rushes before the piano. as if it had fainted and no one had the shirt. the tan. the prerequisite clipped walnuts moustache. He and maybe a scale to check out the range.

When I was 13, I tried, hopelessly, to squeal my way through “The Visitor from the Opera Workshop looks as if the front of that stands the grand piano with the ever-cooperative...

...The Department Director flutters everywhere.

A passage of Moliere has been dittoed for the auditioners. The door opens. the defendant escapes. the belayer consults the cattlecall lines—anything to look sen. A pause, and she realizes that she has to leave. The...
**Traffic**

BY MARK MIEYER

Let us bottle float your way.

**survival line**

**Crisis Center**

Now showing held for a 2nd week

**Rio**

Starts Thursday

Ends tonight "Frankenstein"

See both shows for one admission

**Astro**

You learn a lot in the streets.

1:30 & 7:00

"The education of sonny carson"

**IOWA**

Ends tonight "Sleepers" plus "Bananas"

Starts Thursday

One of the most acclaimed films

of 1974

Winner Golden Globe Award 1974

"Superc. An awesome accomplishment."

"One of the most perfectly visualized movies I've ever seen."

**Lucy Mame**

She'll coax the blues right out of your heart.

**Lucille Ball "Mame"**

Starts Thursday

Weekdays at 6:45-9:10

Sat. & Sun. at 2:00-4:25-6:45-9:10

**Cinema"**

Starts Thursday

American "hurricane"
Founding Father
Thomas Jefferson, An Intimate History
by Fiske Kimball
Norton & Company, Inc.
$12.95

George Washington, Thomas Paine, Rev. John Peter Zenger, Benjamin Franklin. When we look back 200 years, we can consider these names with some latitude as "founding fathers" of our country. It is easy for us to present them as a single, mystical legend, and myth and mythology is borne from our sole-source reality, and gives us a kind of closure.

Thomas Jefferson is the most intimate study of the founding father. Fiske Kimball, who was editor-in-chief of the "Time" magazine and later founding editor of "Newsweek," has written a series of books on Jefferson that are generally regarded as the best.

We are given instead of myth a fascinating and revealing portrait of a man often at odds with himself and his epiphany. This book is about an historical period-and a man-who was the first to feel the full force of the modern crusade to give to the people a voice in the development of the ultimate personal in the pinnacle of this century, and who has rewritten the political panorama.

Jefferson who said, "The government," and the nation, "is too easy a thing to be cast aside."

He had to entertain and work out of the spirit of resistance? Let their take arms .... The men of Liberty would be with them to try the course of a patriot.
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Kodacolor
PAPER

FREE 5 x 7 Color Enlargement
When you bring in a roll of Kodacolor film for developing and printing—along with the coupon below. Any roll of Kodacolor film, with coupon, to get your FREE Enlargement Available only at "The Picture Place"

Mellers Photo Drive-In Stores
in Coralville
Next to Hawkeye Service Station
2nd. Street at First Ave.
in Iowa City
Next to Phillips 66 Service Station
We do our own developing and printing of Kodacolor Film

All stores open 9 AM to 7 PM — six days a week

YOU ALSO GET
• ONE DAY SERVICE ON KODACOLOR • DRIVE-IN CONVENIENCE

FINEST PICTURES FROM EACH ROLL OF FILM

NOW ON BEAUTIFUL SILK FINISH PAPER

PLUS
COLOR PRINTS 21¢

FROM KODACOLOR FILM
Any size, cartridge, roll or negatives
Additional charge for film developing

COUPON

FREE 5 x 7 Color Enlargement
Bring this coupon along with a roll of Kodacolor film for developing & printing, to your Mellers Photo Drive-In Store.
You will receive a coupon good for one FREE
5 x 7 Color Enlargement from the Kodacolor negative of your choice.

Coupon good thru Wed. Sept. 11th
Coralville - Iowa City

Kodachrome or Ektachrome
Movie or Slide Film
Processing

126 or 35mm
20 exp slides
or Super 8 or
Reg. 8mm
movie film

$1.89
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The aura of Gatsby, the mystique of the Far East, the starkness of Art Deco, and the vibrance of the Big Band sound.

Pulled together, Fall shapes up in the way fashion used to be, for the class of '74.

Let's talk about denim. From gauze to knit to cotton, and more. Prints make it happen in many tones, blended with novelty plaids. "It's the image of the shirt.

SAN FRANCISCO SHIRTWORKS

The dress shop you like for value, shape, easy living with it here. From classic shirt to jacket to something in between. What more could you want to be a femme fatale?

MISTY LANE

Take a coordinate group and watch it work. Stage the colors of French Blue and Irish White. Turn them into a grid and coordinate...how to shirt, shirt jac to pants, add the knickers and keep on up.

SAN FRANCISCO SHIRTWORKS

The dress shop you like for value, shape, easy living with it here. From classic shirt to jacket to something in between. What more could you want to be a femme fatale?

MISTY LANE

Take a coordinate group and watch it work. Stage the colors of French Blue and Irish White. Turn them into a grid and coordinate...how to shirt, shirt jac to pants, add the knickers and keep on up.
The big sweater

Start the action rolling with the "Big" put-ons. The wrap-up... big and bulky... a natural for Indian Summer. The Big Skirt... swingin' free... fall's newest length. A dynamic dual!

The big skirt

Set the stage (or classical put-togethers from College Town. Fall shadings come on strong from the putty softs to the chromatic clears. Lead parts... sweaters leg, breech, baby slicker: Pants... dressed up! His 'n single for fall '74.

The Great American Sportswear Epic... Showing Daily at Your local Selkerr's
The hit of the fall season is the dress. Classically, it's shirt riding...collared, cuffed and belted. Another breakthrough is the waltz dress, fashion's newest length, plus one of fashion's most nostalgic styles. Then there's the whole realm of street pajamas. Ankle pants, boots and jackets. Be a match...wear a dress!

DRESSED TO KILL
Edited and translated by Jody

Simply feminine...in the way you'll be in '74. California for the special fall, but true to flowing fabrics, many styles have a body shape. For american, no two people!

SUGAR COATING
Lyrics by Peabody House

Nothing tells our need of every sense that Peabody's big business, because it's done the most...Perfect for dancing, great with pants and new leather...

BIG BUCK

One-upmanship...grom Junior gal and her active House. Make the right play classic car, jacket with a cable sweater game will be in the bag!

Lyrics by

SOUND designs

Breath of your breath...it's like the end of it all! Great work. You're in the running! What? Right in the fall!

Bomber jacket on the sweater jacket by Bikes Sweater, for that coolin' it feeling. A super leather for pants or pants. It goes everywhere.
Playing now is the fabulous coat story. For star treatment, try the new fashion length for '74. It completely covers any 'Big' styles, but it's still an easy feature over pants. Color creations range from classic camel to lady brown, roughed up, great with pants. What a way to win the crowd.

SUGAR COATING

Lyrics by Peabody House

Nothing tells our story better than Peabody's Big Band sounds. Shown is, show this fall, great with pants. What a way to win the crowd.

BIG BUCK

One-upsmanship . . . good looking clothes for the junior gal and her active way of life — from Junior House. Make the right play in tweed co-ordinates or classic camel, spiced with pepper red. Score extra points with a cable sweater team. Indoors or out, your game will be in the bag.

ART DECO

Cross-Culture

S褫nami, beautiful in the winter jacket by Ambre, is, for that toughin' it feeling. A super topper for pants or jeans. It goes everywhere.

SOUNDS

Breath of your spirits is the sound of Swing and the Big Band sounds. There's nothing like the sound of Swing in the fall.
A DAY IN THE LIFE
OF A SELF

JACQUELINE

JACQUELINE
"You and now is the way it is. Individuality is the key to fashion freedom. Let yourself go, experiment with color... blended separates from Garland. It's for an American girl on the go—mix pants, skirts, tops, sweaters, cardigans, and vests. Head to toe, Garland makes separates that come together with pizzazz!

AND GATSBY

Naturally speaking, the look of yesteryear is the look of today. Great cardigan wraps up a la Mia Farrow, simplistic styling reminiscent of past performances, and detailing, from rolled jumbo cuffs to shawl collars, slate Gatsby pure and simple.

Sweatering is what’s happening for Fall ’74. Take your pick from bulky cardigans, slender vests, V pull-overs, argyles, people jacquards, stripings, and gutsy colored solids. Team them up, do it alone, or add the shirt. Whatever fits your style, let Garland go to work for you. Sweatering—for America’s Heartland.
n thin c or d ur oy in shades of milk and styled stitching, from the braided 10 classic bl ner, coordinate to suit your '£y. The shirt is the finishing touch to the outfit! P.S. We promise to keep it looks, feels, acts like the real thing. From调控, from Great Six could you get such fashion know-how for keeping warm! There's no nothing! Try a boxer, powderhorn pockets, stuffed or unstuffed, plus pinwale cord, and buckings. Color coordinate with shirts by Stuffed Shirt, knit, endless array of prints, everything put together for real-life living. The Great buy Accessory... An Important Put-On for Fall Warmth... More Than Just a Footnote for '74!
CRAZY HORSE

NEWS IN DUNLOP ANTIGON

TRIPLE-DEEP TURTLE.

ski for she

No chill-factor in Hansen's snug put-ons. Drape a long scarf around your neck, set it blow gently in the breeze. Cap it with a wool real hat or a knit cloche. Don mittens or gloves and great. Written halls.

TRIPEL DEEP TURTLE.

Ski slopes of Colorado to snowfields of Siberia's country. White tric ski jackets meet winter head-on. Fashion plus washability, plus an array of wonderful colors, add up to winter go-everywhere.

HANSEN

Pinehurst Creation Center

PROPHET & FRIENDS

Hubba Hubba

Fashion's flashback mood transposed romantically in warmer glow colorings. Flowing shape of jersey, Hubba Hubba.

APRES SKI

White Stag

Do it with easy-care, nice in cuffed or belt, and every pocket. Be sure jacket to complete.

Wish

WIN PLACE

HIS for HER has its pants pockets, easy care. Pick it to be called at some belt, and every pocket. Be sure jacket to complete.

H.H.

APRES SKI

Tune into the sights and sounds of color '74. Pick a primary, blend of clay, neutralize with Irish white.

Prophet & Friends lives up to its name in denim and brushed denim, on. A just-right-for-every-pant. Easy flare legs fit and flatter up to a super-high, 4-button waist that's a great go-together with skirts and blouses.
HIS for HER has something for you. If it's pants you're needing, they've got easy care, nice flare fabrics—done up in cuffed or uncuffed, self-belt or no-belt, and everything from patch to no pockets. Be sure to grab a warm-up jacket to complement.

**WIN PLACE AND SHOW**

Tune into the sights and sounds of color: Pick a primary, blend of clay, neutralize with Irish white. Do it in knits and plush cord. The key is blendable—open the door to Arden of California.
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